COMPACT, LOWWEIGHT

The new S100 skid-steer loader from Bobcat, meets a market need for a compact, limited weight skid-steer loader that can work in tight spaces and is easy to transport. State-of-the-art engineering has ensured that the compact S100 loader offers the power and performance expected of a bigger machine, combined with the durability of a strong frame design, increased operator comfort and easy serviceability.

For more information visit: www.bobcat.com

BUFFALO SANDEVIL ATTACHMENT

J K Inc has introduced the new Buffalo Sandevil. This attaches to the Buffalo Blower and is primarily used for working in top dressing or filling core holes or grooves without physical contact with the sward. Non-contact/ non-abrasive action leaves surfaces with no bridging and provides faster recovery and therefore better playing conditions.

For more information Tel: 01732 862605 or Email: info@jkinc.co.uk

TEEJ ET® CENTERLINE® 220

TeeJet Technologies has set up an agreement with the Kverneland Group to supply its latest GPS guidance system. The Kverneland Group’s Starguide, which is based on the TeeJet CenterLine 220. It offers simple and economical GPS guidance for a wide range of agricultural applications.

For more information visit: www.teejet.com

TIME TO SCARIFY WITH ETESIA

Scarifying and then clearing away the debris from wide open spaces is often a laborious and time consuming task – this is one reason why Etesia has developed the MSC124 front-mounted scarifier for their Hydro 124DN ride-on rotary. The advantage with this turf care system is that scarification and collection of the debris is carried out in just one pass.

For more information visit: www.etesia.co.uk

LAWN TOPDRESSING LAUNCHED

Rolawn has launched a lawn topdressing.

The sand based dressing has been specially formulated to improve soil texture, drainage characteristics and tolerance to wear and tear. The environmentally friendly peat free specification has been developed so as to be easy to handle and incorporate into the lawn.

Rolawn claim their new Lawn Topdressing will also re-level work areas, reduce thatch, water logging and improve the quality and visual appearance of a lawn.

For further details visit: www.ralawn.co.uk or Tel: 0845 604 6085
TEE TIME BOOKING SERVICE

SWM Golf Management recommends that golfers take the hassle out of finding a tee-time by joining the UK’s biggest tee-time booking service, www.teegenius.co.uk

Covering all the major golf destinations, this site will allow you the freedom to check golf green fees and book your golf tee times when and where you want at a time that suits you, and is not restricted to the opening hours of a traditional golf tour operator.

For further information on this service, please visit: www.teegenius.co.uk

SUZUKI KINGQUAD 450 LIVES UP TO THE LEGACY

The latest edition to the KingQuad range is about to be launched in the UK by Suzuki GB PLC. Living up to the high ATV standards set by the 700, the KingQuad LT-A450X sets new levels of performance in its power range and has the advantage of extra fuel economy.

The KingQuad 450 has the power to perform virtually any task encountered in the working ATV user’s day.

For more information visit: www.suzuki.com

NEW LANDSCAPING CHAINSAW

Echo has launched a new chainsaw, the CS-370ES, with 38cm bar, and running on a 36cm³ engine. The CS-370ES provides the user with a powerful yet lightweight saw able to address most landscaping needs.

For more information visit: www.countax.com

THE ZERO-TURN WITH A STEERING WHEEL

Parts Depot UK has launched Gizmow Formula, the only commercial zero-turn mower with a steering wheel, making it as easy to drive as a car but with all the productivity advantages of a stick-steer zero-turn.

For more information visit: www.partsdepotuk.com

CLEANING UP

JSM Distribution has launched a new environmentally friendly detergent, ideal for the grounds care machinery market.

 Principally aimed at the wash and care of machinery. Citrus Bio-Clean is a naturally based product that can be used for a variety of cleaning applications.

For more information call: 0845 0260064.

FACTS ABOUT TURF AND GRASS

Facts About Artificial Turf and Natural Grass is the new booklet published by the Turf Resource Center to help decision-makers and the general public make informed judgments regarding the installation of artificial turf or natural grass in their communities.

A downloadable version of the booklet and an order form is available at: www.TurfResourceCenter.org

SENSO GRIP

Lloyds of Letchworth has introduced an advanced operator presence control for their range of Paladin mowers. Senso Grip is a touch sensitive operator presence control, which requires no levers or switches to operate. The system comprises of touch sensitive grips mounted on both sides of the handle, therefore as long as the operator is touching either one of the handle grips the machine will continue to run.

For more information visit: www.lloydsandco.com
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